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Since the band’s 2013 formation, Colorado’s favorite alt-
americana band, Foxfeather, has been knocking fans out 
with their rich vocals and driving blues-rock riffs. The band’s 
current lineup includes Carly Ricks Smith (lead vocals), Laura 
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Paige Stratton (Acoustic Guitar, Piano, Backing Vocals), Kate 
Farmer (Backing Vocals), Jay Elliott (Drums and Percussion), 
Blake Smith (Electric Guitar), Mark Dabrowski (Electric Bass), 
Oliver Jacobson (Fiddle), Eben Grace (Pedal Steel, Electric 
Guitar, Acoustic Guitar), and Eric Moon (Organ, Synthesizer). 
Foxfeather plays to sold out venues along Colorado’s front 
range, and packs ‘em in nationally when on tour.

Lead singer and co-writer Carly Ricks Smith’s voice is 
unforgettable. Marquee Magazine wrote: “…she has a 
spectacular voice which lies somewhere between the folky 
soprano of a young Joni Mitchell and the jazz-heavy range of 
Lake Street Dive’s Rachel Price.”

The band released their first full length, self titled album in 
October of 2016, which Rooster magazine described as “time 
warping...it’s an emotional ride into the forest of folk with low-
hanging country branches slapping you in the face without 
apology... it’s got a good thing going”

In this latest recording for Octave Records, The Nature of 
Things, songwriters Ricks Smith and Stratton have crafted a 
masterpiece—both musically and sonically.
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Foxfeather songwriters, Carly Ricks Smith and Laura Paige 
Stratton, met in high school and began writing together in 2005. 
Both women are life-long musicians and share a passion for 
music composition and performance. Stratton began studying 
classical piano at a very young age, and moved on to guitar in 
her teens. Soon she was playing both instruments proficiently 
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and composing her own works. Stratton has played an integral 
part in the development of the Colorado Front Range music 
scene, participating in many ensembles throughout the years 
while honing her craft. Ricks Smith began similarly, starting with 
piano and an early passion for singing, inspired by the beautiful 
soprano voice of her grandmother. She was a steady choral 
member throughout her adolescence and into adulthood, and 
began formal vocal training at 16. She attended the University of 
Boulder School of Music, earning her BA in Music. Both Stratton 
and Ricks Smith work as independent music teachers, sharing 
their knowledge and talents with learners of all ages. 

The two have been creating material for, and leading their band, 
Foxfeather, since 2013 and are proud to be advocates of women 
in art and in business. The band is a local staple in the Colorado 
Front Range and also tours nationally. 

This group is proud to utilize their voice to embolden and rejoice 
in both the frailty and the power of humanity. With expressive 
instrumental tone, powerful vocal melody and harmony, and 
passionate performance, this band is ready to win your hearts.
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Lyrics

Nature of Things

I, too, am someone’s daughter 

and yes, I have a father 

that’s the nature of things, doesn’t mean it’s natural 

it’s the nature of things, doesn’t mean that it’s the only way

I, too, am someone’s son

and yet, I don’t want to hurt anyone

that’s the nature of things, doesn’t mean it’s natural

it’s the nature of things, doesn’t mean that it’s the only way

you don’t have to be stuck in your ways
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you drink the Kool-Aid and I’ll write my songs

but are we just lying to prove we belong

and I am just like you, my sister, my friend

so how can I blame you for trying to live

I, too, hope to be a mother

and still, I can’t be bothered

it’s the nature of things, doesn’t mean it’s natural

it’s the nature of things, doesn’t mean that it’s the only way

you don’t have to be stuck in your ways

you drink the Kool-Aid and I’ll write my songs

but are we just lying to prove we belong

and I am just like you, my sister, my friend

so how can you blame me for trying to live
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Too Damn Small

what’s in a word?

you tell me you’re sorry

I’ve heard it before, it doesn’t phase me

what’s in a phrase, a tear rimmed gaze 

if there’s nothing in you?

this world is too damn small for a woman like me to tumble and 
fall

I’ll change my mind

you tell me this softly

I’ll be back soon

you’re yelling it now

I’ll be so sorry, so god-damned sorry

I ever left you
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what’s in a dream

the earth is quaking

I should have seen

there’s so much at stake

how could I know that time never slows?

it’s killing me now

this world is too damn small for a woman like me to tumble and 
fall

I spread my wings out wide, I brace myself,  and I take to the 
sky

you can’t know what’s buried in me, the force of my blow

I won’t save my breath, I’ll sing it out loud, there isn’t a choice

there’s too much at stake to be holding my tongue

I won’t stop till my damage is done
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this world is too damn small for a woman like me to tumble and 
fall

I spread my wings out wide, I brace myself, and I take to the sky 

this world is too damn small for a woman like me to tumble and 
fall

I hold my head up high, I brace myself, and I’ll take to the sky

this world is too damn small for a woman like me

Ghost of You

you told me you’d cry

didn’t see a tear in your eye

you told me you’d die

without me by your side

textures in the wall

the between shadows call

we’ll play the chords once again

till we usher the pain
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I’m falling out of reach of you

can’t find a center to my day

talking to the ghost of you

it’s the only way

the rumors run

like the rise of the sun

years keep passing on by

you still skin me with your smile

the poison burns

you think I’d fucking learn

but I’ll hold you inside

for the rest of my life

I’m falling out of reach of you

can’t find a center to my day
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talking to the ghost of you

it’s the only way

it’s my only way

Is this real

is this real?

is this happening?

is this it?

my heart breaking

curtains draw 

the curse is cast

hands are tied 

I lose my mind

oh no, how sad, like a dog left on a chain

how to undo this knotted thread?
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news comes fast

and It hits

moving on

no going back

I can’t breath

I can’t speak

let me be 

set me free

oh no, how sad, like a dog left on a chain

how to undo this knotted thread?

oh no, oh no, oh no

End of My Rope

I’m a magic flame and I’ll burn you if I want to
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I’m a solid witch and I’ll curse you if I can

I know your flaws and I will use them all against you

this wild woman holds you in her hands

how many years have I been standing in your shadow

and now appear and I glimmer bright with gold

my hex is strong and my oreline deep and fruitful

don’t try to touch me, I’ll tear apart your soul

lightly tread around me, I’m at the end of my rope

take heed, I’m vicious, this is a warning

don’t take a bite, I’ll warn you that it’s bitter

my apple is sweet till it’s acid on your tongue

and down your throat like a snake my poison slithers

you thought you’d try, now the damage has been done
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lightly tread around me, I’m at the end of my rope

take heed, I’m vicious, this is a warning

lightly tread around me, I’m at the end of my rope

take heed, I’m vicious

I’m at the end of my rope

24 Years

been 24 years and you can’t stand still, waiting on this train

and you wonder if this is the way you’ll always feel

comforted by the rain

your daddy once told you to love yourself

don’t give in to all the boys

and you told him you knew but maybe you didn’t

‘cause they all looked like harmless toys

oh, and you’re halfway there

oh, you can feel it
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and you’re realizing now, it’s time you learned how to

love the way you should

you thought you knew how you were supposed to feel

but the pain got the better

‘cause it was more exciting if you thought it wasn’t real

and you are afraid to settle

and when you meet your knight in shining armor

on his horse all white

you’ll spit in his face as you feel his embrace

‘cause white don’t exist in the night

oh, and you’re halfway there

oh, you can feel it
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and you’re realizing now, it’s time you learned how to

love the way you should

oh, and you’re halfway there

oh, you can feel it

and you’re realizing now, it’s time you learned how to

love the way you should

love the way you should 

and when you meet your abusive husband

with his fist clenched tight

you’ll think of the day that you spit in the face

of that kind, white knight
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Lunatic

I know I don’t really wish I knew you when we were young

I’m such a fool, keep thinking you could be the one

there’s nothing left to do

I’ll be a lunatic for you

there was no game, there wasn’t even a chase

can’t sleep at night, I keep dreaming of your face

there’s nothing left to do

I’ll be a lunatic for you 

I’ll be a lunatic for you 

I’ll be a lunatic 

I’ll be a lunatic for you
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too late for us to plan a rendezvous

too late for us to plan our mes and yous

there’s nothing left to do

I’ll be a lunatic for you

there’s nothing else to do

I am a lunatic for you

I am a lunatic for you 

I am a lunatic for you 

I am a lunatic

Way with me

in our garden

I hold tightly 

to the image of you

creating space 
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you hug the pages 

and push forward

and you and you and you, it’s always you

with your southern drawl you seem ten feet tall

yes you, you have a way with me

it would take a while and I could forget your smile

but you, you have a way with me

here I stand 

tall 

in my womanhood

you take my hand 

listen closely 

and you settle in

and you and you and you, it’s always you

with your steady heart we could be miles apart
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and still you’d run away with me

it would take a while and I could forget your smile

but you, you have a way with me

settle all the bets, I ain’t got nothing left

you have my heart and that’s forever

just to be clear, you have won me dear

not because you’ve been clever

your kindness makes a mark, and you’re so very smart

yes you,  you have a way with me

it would take a while, I could forget your smile

but you, you have a way with me

and you and you and you, you have a way with me
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Fillin’ Me Up

saving up my strings for some finer things

you’ve been telling me I’m missing out

hurry up and let me go, we both know

you’ve been planning south, it’ll happen anyhow

met a boy and fell, we couldn’t tell 

that we needed time 

now I’m waiting, hating 

that he’s had his and I’ve wasted mine

‘cause I keep filling me up

I keep filling me up

I keep filling me up with you

turned rotations, past frustrations

we both feel that the end is nigh

but one year older, I feel bolder

perhaps it’s time to say goodbye
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but I keep filling me up

I keep filling me up

I keep filling me up with you

in efforts to stay warm we built our love a pyre

fed it with our bodies and sent the smoke into the sky

flames may stop glowing when they are suffered out

but our ashes burn brighter than any forest fire

but I keep filling me up

I keep filling me up

I keep filling me up with you

I keep filling me up

I keep filling me up

I keep filling me up with you
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Lonely Feeling

here I am again waiting on the lonely feeling

here I am again waiting on you

you promised me earth and sky above

and here I am again feeling blue

we spent our days laughing

we spent our nights loving

now I can’t see your insides

so here I am again, and I’m missing you

here I am again sitting in the lonely feeling

here I am again waiting on you

here I am again wishing that you would listen

here I am again staring at a wall
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I spent my bank, I spent it all

waiting for the next shoe to drop

how can I go on without your love?
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Eben Grace- producer

Gus Skinas- recording

Jay Elliott- recording & mixing engineer

Giselle Collazo- mixing engineer & Sonoma DSD operator

The Recording
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Jessica Carson- executive producer

Jordan Bass- photos

Anne Wrobetz- cover art

Emilie Druss- digipak design

All songs written by Carly Ricks Smith and Laura Stratton

Recorded October 1-4, 2020 at Vernon Barn, Longmont, Co.
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A very special thanks to our families, partners, friends, 
community, fans and patrons for the continued support. Also 
a big thanks to Jay Elliott, Eben Grace, Octave Records, PS 
Audio, Animal Lane, Jessica Carson, Giselle Collazo, Gus 
Skinas and Frank and Dorothy Vernon for making this album 
happen! Lastly, thank you to the amazing musicians for sharing 
their talents on these songs.
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Kick Inside – 
Telefunken M82 into 
Aurora GTP8 Mic 
Pre

Kick Outside – 
Soundelux U195 
into Aurora GTP8 
Mic Pre

Snare Top 1 – 
Beyerdynamic M201 
into Aurora GTP8 Mic Pre into Warm Audio WA76 Comp

Snare Top 2 – Oktava 012 
into Grace 801 Mic Pre

Snare Bottom – Telefunken 
M80 into Aurora GTP8 Mic 
Pre

Rack – EV RE20 into  
Aurora GTP8 Mic Pre

Floor -  Audix D4 into  
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Aurora GTP8 Mic Pre

OH Pair 1a and 1b– 
Beesneez Lulu FET 
into RND 5012 Mic Pre 
– HPF In at 85 Hz

OH Pair 2a and b – 
Beyerdynamic M160 
into Grace 801 Mic 
Pre into A Designs 

EM-PEQ 500 Low Shelf cut at 100Hz very slight and High Shelf 
Boost at 10K very slight 

OH Mono – Coles 4038 into Grace 801 Mic Pre

Drum Room Mono – AKG 414 in Cardioid into Aurora GTP8 into 
IGS S-Type 500 VU Comp 4:1 Mix at 60% (Day 1)

Drum Room Stereo – Gus’s *secret weapons* into Forssell Mic 
Pres (Days 2 and 3) 

Bass DI 2 Channels - Into Grace Design Felix split to 1 Grace 
801 and 1 BAE 1073 MP
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Acoustic GT 1 
(used as scratches 
for most) – Sony 
C-100 in cardioid 
on Body into 
Grace 801 Mic Pre

Acoustic GT 2 
(used as scratches 
for most) – ADK 
Hamburg-67 in 
cardioid on 12th Fret into Aurora GTP8 Mic Pre into Avedis E27 
EQ with low shelf cut at 80 Hz and dip at 190 Hz

Electric GT – Mic 1 - Sennheiser 409 into BAE 1073 MPF HPF in 
at 80 Hz

Electric GT Mic 2 – Royer 121 into Grace Design 801

Vocal  (Scratch) Shure SM7b into BAE 1073 MPF HPF in at 80 
Hz into Distressor in OPTO mode 

“The Lonely Feeling” tracked live on Day 4 - 

Piano - Beesneez pair Lulu FETs spaced Pair into RND 5012 Mic 
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Pre – HPF In at 65 Hz

Acoustic GT - Sony C-100 in Cardioid into Grace 801 Mic Pre

Vocal - Shure SM7b into BAE 1073 MPF HPF In at 80 Hz into 
Audio-Scape OPTO Comp.
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